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I’d like to share a brief sermon for all ages… 

  

“All the world is wide and deep,” says our story.  When you really stop and think 

of it, there’s so much going on in every direction at all times…Do you ever 

just really take that in?  Do you picture deep down in the dirt below us (where 

worms aerate the soil, and ant communities collaborate to build their homes, 

passing tiny pebbles down a line of teammates)  And do you ever look up and 

into the sky (where ice crystals and water droplets gather to make clouds that 

bring water back to land when the time is right)?  And then there’s all the 

territory in between the dirt down there and the clouds up there -- it’s all moving 

and changing and growing all the time.  It’s really impressive…and, frankly, 

overwhelming to think about. 

  

One part of all this activity that we’re really aware of at this time -  is that there’s 

a microscopic virus that is trying to take up too much space.  Like most other 

parts of nature, it just wants to live and reproduce, but we think it wants too 

much.  My 8 year old daughter wants me to assure children and youth at All 

Souls that this virus would likely feel like a cold if you catch it.  Some of you have 

already survived a few of those this winter and you know what to do.  But part of 

caring about community is that we take steps to protect everyone, including 

those who would be hurt more by catching the virus.  And so we’re not getting 

together as much for a while, so that the virus has less of a chance to bounce 

from one person to another.   

  

And while we stay as cozy as we can, good people all over the world are 

working on keeping the virus in check.  There are nurses and doctors and 

scientists working hard to reign it in for all of our protection.  As Mr. Rogers’ mom 

said to him whenever he saw something scary on the news, “look for the helpers. 

You will always find people who are helping.”  Just down the street from my 

house, there are scientists and engineers working round the clock to create a 

home test kit to catch the virus early.  I’m so grateful for their tenacity, and the 

long hours they are working.  All these helpers are part of the activity on earth 

that keeps the balance.   

  

Such a busy place, this world.  And it helps me to take a moment to remember 

that much of the activity that we can and cannot see is working just fine today, 

in harmony with what’s around it.  If you have time to look under a rock outside 

or watch the clouds in the sky, it’ll help you to notice all the things that are 

working just fine.  There’s a balance to the natural world so much of the 

time.  It’s good to remember that. 

  

“All the world can hold quite still,” says our story.  And things do feel oddly still 

now.  I invite you to find what is there for you in the stillness.  You may have 

space to call someone in your life you haven’t talked to in a while.  You may 
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have space to bake or watch a movie that you’ve always wanted to see.  If 

you’re feeling nervous, this may be a good time to see what 5 or so minutes of 

meditation feels like when you do it regularly.     

  

We miss seeing your faces here today.  We really do.   And one of the silver 

linings we may discover in this -  is that we will find new ways to connect.  We 

may not have asked for it, but our lives have been redirected in a way that may 

show us things we couldn’t see before.  For one thing, it has led us to look at the 

map of the world and see a common experience, one that whispers the final 

line of our story this morning, “all the world is all of us.”  May we always 

remember this. 

 

 


